SHARPENING RANGE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SOLUTIONS

SHARPENING RANGE
Norton’s range of professional quality sharpening tools improve blade
cutting performance and transform dull blades to sharp tools that last
a lifetime.
The range includes diamond stones, whetstones, a knife sharpener,
sharpening rod and an anti-slip mat, a full solution for different
blade types from utility knives to premium Japanese blades used
by cooking enthusiasts to head chefs.
Our solutions do more than simply ‘sharpen’ the blade. The
stones can be used for redressing and removal of notches and
scratches, to sharpening and polishing for a mirror finish.

WHETSTONES
Each whetstone is dual sided, with a coarse side for quick
sharpening of dull and damaged knives and a fine side for
finishing and polishing the edges.
All whetstones feature a non-slip base for safety during use.
GRIT
GRIT
SIDE #1 SIDE #2 ARTICLE NO. QTY PCB

USE
Redress blade and erase imperfections

240

1000

69078678584

1

3

Sharpening and light polishing dull blades

1000

3000

69078678676

1

3

Refine blade to a mirror finish polish

3000

8000

69078678677

1

3

MULTI-USE
SAFETY
Each stone provides a Non-slip base helps
different level of finish prevent stone moving
during use

DURABILITY
High quality
abrasive grain

SOAK IN WATER
For smooth
sharpening action

DUAL DIAMOND STONE
The dual diamond sharpening stone has one coarse side for sharpening and
a finer grade side for honing. The hard diamond grain means the abrasive
can be used for all blade types, even ceramic knifes.
Includes a non-slip base and plastic protective cover to prevent the stone
from moving when in use.
GRIT
GRIT
SIDE #1 SIDE #2 ARTICLE NO. QTY PCB

USE
Sharpening and polishing action
dependent on pressure exerted

MULTI-USE
Can be used on a wide
range of blades

360

600

SAFETY
Non-slip base helps prevent
stone moving during use

66260214859

1

HARDNESS
Ideal for ceramic
knives

3

DUAL KNIFE SHARPENER
Features a diamond and ceramic abrasive for use with kitchen knives and
scissors. Using the coarse diamond side first (1) sharpens the blade, followed
by the ceramic side (2) for a super sharp finish. Includes a positioning dial to
adjust the sharpening angle.
The non-slip rubber base prevents the sharpener moving when in use.
GRIT
GRIT
SIDE #1 SIDE #2 ARTICLE NO. QTY PCB

USE
Precision sharpening of metal
blades only

360

600

69078678681

1

3

20˚

15˚

25˚

ANGLE PRECISION
Select angle for
precise sharpening

SAFETY
DUAL SOLUTION
1. Diamond (coarse)
Non-slip base helps prevent
Two grit solutions
2. Ceramic (fine)
movement during use

KNIFE SHARPENING GUIDE
The knife sharpening guide is an easy way to keep the blade
angle consistent while sharpening.
According to knife/blade, sharpening angle should be between
10 and 30 degrees.
USE

ARTICLE NO.

To guide and secure the blade while sharpening

69078678678

COMPACT
Easy-to-store

EASY-TO-USE
Achieves precise
results

QTY PCB
1

PRECISION
Optimises sharpening
angle
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SHARPENING ROD
Nickel-chrome plated steel sharpening rod for kitchen knives.
High grip handle for extra protection when in use.

USE

ARTICLE NO.

Honing and general blade sharpening

69078678679

SAFETY
Handle with ring for
extra hand protection

DURABILITY
Super hard steel
is long lasting

QTY PCB
1

3

EASY-TO-USE
Ideal for sharpening
long blades

ANTI-SLIP SILICONE MAT
Large size silicone mat suitable for use with whetstones.
The honeycomb structure provides strong support for the
whetstone.
USE

ARTICLE NO.

Provides additional safety when using whetstones

69078678683

OPTIMAL SAFETY
Honeycomb structure gives
strong support during use

LARGE SURFACE
Can be used with many
different stones
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COMPACT SIZE
Easy to roll up
and store

For more information contact your local Norton representative.

www.nortonabrasives.com
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